
Am I Paying too much Premium for an MBS? 
 
We are constantly comparing investment alternatives when making decisions for our portfolios.  When comparing MBS 
pools, one of the most important considerations is the prepayment risk.  If one pool has a higher return and a higher dollar 
price, does it make sense to pay the higher dollar price to earn the higher return?  Stress testing of prepayment 
assumptions helps to answer this question.  
 
Below are two example pools for comparison.  The pool in Exhibit 1 is a FN 20y 1.5% fixed rate MBS.  The pool in Exhibit 2 
is a FN 30y 3.0% fixed rate MBS.  The 20y pool has a yield of 0.95% at a price of 102-00 using the Bloomberg Median prepay 
assumption.  The 30y pool has a yield of 1.25%, 30 bps higher than the 20y pool.  However, the 30y pool also has a dollar 
price of 105-13, almost 3.5 points higher than the 20y pool.  How do I evaluate whether or not to pay the higher premium 
to try and earn the higher yield? 
 
Exhibit 1 – FN 20y 1.50% 

 
Source: Bloomberg, LLC 

 
Exhibit 2 – FN 30y 3.00% 

 
Source: Bloomberg, LLC 

 
The stress testing of prepayment assumptions helps to quantify the risks and rewards of paying a higher premium when 
actual prepayments come in different than assumptions.  Here are some things to check: 
 



1. How much can I increase the prepay assumption on the 3% pool and still at least get the same yield as the 1.5% pool?  
The answer is 123% (see table below).  Increasing the PSA from 546 to 670 (32.8 to 40.2 for long-term CPR) reduces 
the yield to 0.95% for the 3% pool.  This says I have some room to be wrong on my prepayment assumption on the 
3% pool and still get a higher yield than the 1.5% pool.   

 
Bloomberg Yield Tables Summary 

 

 
 

2. What happens to my yield if actual prepayments are 150% of my base assumption?  The yield on the 1.5% pool falls 
17 bps to 0.78% and the yield on the 3% pool falls 64 bps to 0.61% so there is some yield remaining at higher prepay 
assumptions of 819 PSA and 49.1% long-term CPR for the 3% pool, but it’s yield is now lower than the 1.5% pool.  
Remember also that the 30y 3% pool has a WAC of 3.89%.  With current 30y REFI rates around 2.66%, this bond has a 
WAC that is over 100 bps in the money so as the bond seasons, prepayments will most definitely ramp up with CPRs 
in the 40% to 50% range a real possibility for some months given where similar pools with more seasoning are currently 
prepaying (See the prepayment report by WALA for FN 30y 3% at the end of report).  
 

3. If prepayments slow to 80% of base assumptions, the 1.5% pool picks up 7 bps in yield to 1.02% and the 3% pool picks 
up 27 bps to a yield of 1.52%.  Keep in mind though, that if interest rates increase, these bonds will extend, especially 
the 3% 30y pool.  We have been recommending against 30y pools for this reason.  The average life of this 30y pool at 
Bloomberg Median Speeds up 300 bps is over 10 years, compared to 3.30 years currently.   

 
4. Check the base prepayment assumptions as well.  The 1.5% pool has a 2.515% WAC which is close to the current 

coupon REFI rate for 20 year mortgages, so the 25.3% long term CPR seems adequately high (maybe even a little too 
high).  The 32.8% long-term CPR assumption for the 3% pool is appropriately much higher, but some assumption 
stressing, as we have done here, is always appropriate with a higher premium dollar price.  Keep in mind too, that 
these base prepayment assumptions are the Bloomberg Median speeds so you can always check the VALL page on 
Bloomberg to view these in more detail.  As we have written in previous notes, Bloomberg has made recent 
improvements to this process which will improve the accuracy of the Bloomberg Median. 
 

5. Look at pools with different issuance years or different WALAs (weighted average loan age) of the same coupon and 
amortization (i.e. 20y or 30y) which will give you an idea of what to expect if rates stay where they are.  For example, 
if you look at FN 30y 3%’s with 12 months of seasoning as a comparison to the bond in this analysis, you will see that 
prepayment speeds have started to ramp up into the 40-50 CPR range around month 12 (again refer to the WALA 
vector below).  Keep in mind that this type of analysis is baked in to all the Bloomberg Median contributors prepay 
models, but looking at this gives you an idea of what to expect and whether the long-term prepayment assumption 
seems reasonable. 

 

1 FN 20y 1.50%

2 Prepayment Speed PSA 422 519 338 633

3 Multiplier 100% 123% 80% 150%

4 Long Term CPR 25.3 31.1 20.3 38.0

5 Price 102-00

6 Yield 0.95% 0.87% 1.02% 0.78%

7 Change -0.08% 0.07% -0.17%

8

9 FN 30y 3.00%

10 Prepayment Speed PSA 546 670 437 819

11 Multiplier 100% 123% 80% 150%

12 Long Term CPR 32.8 40.2 26.2 49.1

13 Price 105-13

14 Yield 1.25% 0.95% 1.52% 0.61%

15 Change -0.30% 0.27% -0.64%



Actual Prepayments (CPR) for FN 30yr 3.00% by WALA (Weighted Average Loan Age) 
 

 
             Source: eMBS.com 

 
When returns on two MBS’s are similar but the premium is higher on one of the bonds, it usually doesn’t make sense to 
pay the higher price for the same return, all other things being equal.  When the return is greater on a higher priced MBS, 
stress testing prepayment assumptions gives you an idea of the magnitude of risk and reward you are taking with the 
higher priced bond to help make a more informed investment decision. 
 
Please call AMG at 800-226-1923 or your Capital Markets Group Representative for more information. 
David Farris – Relationship Manager – Asset Management Group, Inc. – 816-859-7527  
 

All levels reflected are indications only and subject to change and availability. This information is intended for institutional investors only. The material provided in 

this document/presentation is for informational purposes only and is intended solely for private use.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. This 

material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instruments. 

•Not FDIC Insured •No Bank Guarantee •May Lose Value  

 


